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Abstract
A new non-universal abelian extension GSM⊗U(1)X to the Standard Model free from chiral anoma-
lies is presented. The new X charges distinguish among generations so as the fermion mass matrices
get zero-textures from the fermion mass hierarchy can be obtained. Regarding to neutrino physics,
the model inclues Majorana fermions which induce see-saw mechanisms to get small neutrino masses.
Moreover, the suitability of the model is tested by searching for regions in the parameter space which
reproduce current neutrino oscillation data.
The Standard Model of particle physics[1] (SM) comprises one of the most successful frameworks
within lots of phenomenological facts can be understood at a high level precission. However, some
facts lie out of its scope, suggesting the existence of physics beyond the SM (BSM). One of the most
important issues discusses the mass fermion hierarchy, the fact that fermions masses span many
orders of magnitude, from units of MeV to hundreds of GeV. Some models have been proposed
schemes in order to solve it.
One of the earliest schemes which adressed the fermion hierarchy came from left-right models
SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−L in which is possible to get Fritzsch zero-texture mass matrices[3].
This structure may be useful in predicting mass hierarchy, mixing angles and CP violation phase, in
accordance with phenomenological data. Similarly, the lepton sector can also get such a zero-texture
as Fukugita, Tanimoto and Yanagida showed in [4]. Moreover, the smallness of neutrino masses and
the matter-antimatter asymmetry are understood due to the existence of Majorana fermions which
produce not only see-saw mechanisms[5, 6] but also violate lepton number conservation through
leptogenesis[7].
Regarding to neutrino physics, the massive nature of them has been proved by neutrino oscilla-
tions which are another phenomena not predicted by the SM. Many experiments around the world
have observed these phenomena since Homestake[8] to NOνA [9]. The references [10, 12], available
at NuFIT 3.0 [13], summarize the reports and fit the current data to neutrino oscillations model.
Two hierarchies are presented: normal ordering (NO) in which the squared mass difference between
the third and first species accomplish ∆m231 > 0, and inverted ordering (IO) in which ∆m
2
32 < 0
between the second and third species.
A large number of schemes have been proposed to solve these issues, but abelian extensions
may be not only the simplest, but also enough to understand them[14, 15]. Inside these there are
non-universal extensions which address fermion mass hierarchy[16] and dark matter[17, 18, 19]. The
present model is an improvement of [16] because the leptons are now non-universal so as their mass
herarchy can also be addressed in the same way as the quark sector. Furthermore, the suitability of
the model is tested by exploring its parameter space in search for regions were neutrino oscillation
data[12, 10] can be reproduced.
Following the introduction, the particle content of the model is presented. Thereafter, the
fermion mass hierarchy is addressed, in which the mass matrices of quark and lepton sectors are
diagonalized in detail. After that, it is shown how the neutral lepton sector parameters are explored
in search for regions where neutrino oscillation data can be gotten, finalizing with some conclusions.
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νe,µ,τR
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J1,2L 0 + EL, ER −1 +
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Table 1: Non-universal X quantum number and Z2 parity for SM and non-SM fermions.
The present model proposes an abelian extension GSM⊗U(1)X whose quantum numbers are non-
universal in the fermionic sector and free from chiral anomalies: [SU(3)C ]
2 U(1)X , [SU(2)L]
2 U(1)X ,
[U(1)Y ]
2 U(1)X , U(1)Y [U(1)X ]
2, [U(1)X ]
3 and [Grav]2 U(1)X .
A discrete symmetry Z2 has been added in order to get at least one generation distinguishable.
Such a set of quantum numbers is obtained by including exotic fermions, so as the number of
non-universal solutions get increased. These new fields are chiral isospin singlets, so they must get
mass through a new scalar singlet named χ which also breaks the abelian extension through its
vacuum expectation value (VEV) vχ. Additionally, a scalar singlet σ with the inverse Z2 parity of
χ and without VEV is also added such that radiative corrections involving such a field give mass
to massless fermions at tree level. Lastly, since the active neutrinos have really small masses, the
particle content has a set of three Majorana fermions so as the inverse see-saw mechanism (ISS)
can be implemented.
The previous requirements are satisfied by the fermion spectrum shown in table 1. In addition
to the SM fermions, there were added three right-handed neutrinos νe,µ,τR , one up-like quark T , two
down-like quarks J1,2 and three Majorana fermions N1,2,3R . Regarding to the scalar sector, shown in
table 2, two Higgs doublets with different X-charges were included together with the scalar singlets
χ and σ. Finally, the gauge sector comprises the SM gauge bosons and the new Z ′µ associated with
U(1)X .
The mass acquisition of fermions is produced by the Yukawa Lagrangian of the model. Thus, in
order to satisfy the gauge symmetry SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y ⊗U(1)X , some Yukawa couplings are forbidden
and the mass matrices get zero textures which produce the fermion mass hierarchy. In the quark
sector, the resulting Yukawa Lagrangian is
−LQ = q1L
(
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a
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Scalar bosons X Z2
Higgs Doublets
φ1 =
(
φ+1
h1+v1+iη1√
2
)
2/3 +
φ2 =
(
φ+2
h2+v2+iη2√
2
)
1/3 −
Higgs Singlets
χ =
ξχ + vχ + iζχ√
2
−1/3 +
σ −1/3 −
Table 2: Non-universal X quantum number for Higgs fields.
where φ˜1,2 = iσ2φ
∗
1,2 are the conjugate scalar doublets, a = 2, 3 label the quark doublets of the 2nd
and 3rd families, and n(m) = 1, 2 are the indices of the Jn(m) quarks (a sum over the indices i, a
and n is understood), while the lepton sector has the neutral lepton Yukawa Lagrangian
−LY,N = hνe2e`eLφ˜2νeR + hνµ2e `eLφ˜2νµR + hντ2e `eLφ˜2ντR + hνe2µ`µLφ˜2νeR
+ hνµ2µ`
µ
Lφ˜2ν
µ
R + h
ντ
2µ`
µ
Lφ˜2ν
τ
R + h
νj
χiν
i C
R χ
∗NR +
1
2
N i CR M
ij
NN
j
R + h.c.,
(2)
and the charged lepton Yukawa Lagrangian given by
−LY,E = η`eLφ2eµR + h`µLφ2eµR + ζ`τLφ2eeR +H`τLφ2eτR + q11`eLφ1ER + q21`µLφ1ER
+ hEσeELσe
e
R + h
E
σµELσ∗eµR + hEστELσeτR +H1ELχER +H2ELχ∗ER + h.c.
(3)
The following subsections presents the mass acquisition in each one of the fermionic sectors, where
the implementation of see-saw mechanisms and radiative corrections is extensively used so as every
fermion gets mass according to phenomenological data.
After the SSB, the mass matrix of the up-like quarks is, in the basis U = (u1, u2, u3, T )
MU =
1√
2

0 υ2a12 0 | υ2y1
0 υ1a22 0 | υ1y2
υ1a31 0 υ1a33 | 0
— — — — —
0 υχc2 0 | υχhTχ
 . (4)
Its eigenvalues are obtained by diagonalizing its left-handed squared matrix M2U = MU (MU )T.
Since the blocks of M2U have a hierarchy suited for a see-saw procedure[20, 21], it is implemented so
as the exotic species T can be rotated out, obtaining the block-diagonal matrixm2U = diag(m
2
U ,m
2
T ),
where m2T is the squared mass of the exotic T quark, m
2
T ≈ 12υ2χ
(
c22 + h
T2
χ
)
.
The eigenvalues of the resulting SM up quark mass matrix m2U are the masses of the t and c
quarks
m2c = υ
2
1
(
a22h
T
χ − y2c2
)2
2(c22 + h
T2
χ )
, m2t =
1
2
υ21
(
a231 + a
2
33
)
, (5)
However, the u quark mass have to be generated through radiative corrections[22]. By adding up
such contributions to the mass matrix and diagonalizing it again, the mass of the u quark turns out
3
to be
m2u =
1
2
υ21Σ
2
11, (6)
where Σ11 is guven by
Σ11 =
−1
16pi2
f ′
(
hUσ
)
1
(
hT2
)
1√
2MT
C0
(
M2
MT
,
Mσ
MT
)
, (7)
and the loop coefficient is C0 (x1, x2) is
C0 (x1, x2) =
1(
1− x21
) (
1− x22
) (
x21 − x22
) [x21x22 ln(x21x22
)
− x21 lnx21 + x22 lnx22
]
. (8)
In a similar way, the SSB gives the mass matrix of the down-like quarks. In the basis D =
(d1, d2, d3, J1, J2) it turns out to be
MD =
1√
2

0 0 0 | υ1j11 υ1j12
0 0 0 | υ2j21 υ2j22
υ2B31 υ2B32 υ2B33 | 0 0
— — — — — —
0 0 0 | υχk11 υχk12
0 0 0 | υχk21 υχk22
 . (9)
The mass eigenvalues are obtained by diagonalizing the left-handed squared matrix Similarly, the
blocks of M2D have the hierarchy suited for a see-saw procedure[20, 21]. Thus, the the masses of the
exotic species J1,2 are, aproximately
m2J1 =
1
2
υ2χk
2
11, m
2
J2 =
1
2
υ2χk
2
22, (10)
and the resulting mass matrix m2D involving only SM down quark is
m2D =
1
2
0 0 00 0 0
0 0 υ22
(
B231 +B
2
32 +B
2
33
)
 , (11)
where only the b quark has acquired mass,
m2b =
1
2
υ22
(
B231 +B
2
32 +B
2
33
)
. (12)
The quarks d and s remain massless, inconsistently with the phenomenological data. Therefore,
radiative corrections are needed in the down quark sector, analogously to the issue with the u quark.
The new components in the matrix m2D (11) are
m2D(1-loop) = (13)
1
2
υ22 (Σ211 + Σ212 + Σ213) υ1υ2 (Σ11Σ21 + Σ12Σ22 + Σ13Σ23) υ22 (Σ11B31 + Σ12B32 + Σ13B33)∗ υ21 (Σ221 + Σ222 + Σ223) υ1υ2 (Σ21B31 + Σ22B32 + Σ23B33)
∗ ∗ 2m2b
 ,
where Σlj is similar to eq. (7). In this way, the masses of the d and s quarks can be expressed as,
approximately,
m2d ≈
Σ11υ
2
2
2m2b
, m2s ≈
Σ22υ
2
1
2m2b
. (14)
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By evaluating the neutral lepton Yukawa Lagrangian at the VEVs of the scalar fields, a Majorana
mass matrix emerges which, in the basis NL =
(
νe,µ,τL ,
(
νe,µ,τR
)C
,
(
N e,µ,τR
)C)T turns out to be
Mν =
 0 mTD 0mD 0 MTD
0 MD MM
 , where mD = v2√
2
hνe2e hνµ2e hντ2ehνe2µ hνµ2µ hντ2µ
0 0 0
 (15)
is a Dirac mass matrix between νL and νR, MD = h
ν
χvχ/
√
2 is a Dirac mass between νcR and NR
(hNχ is a 3× 3 matrix), and MM is the mass of the Majorana fermions NR.
By assuming MM  mD and MD, the matrix will showMν shows the inverse see-saw mechanism
where the smallness of active neutrino masses can be addressed. If the following blocks are defined
Mν =
(
mD
0
)
, MN =
(
0 MTD
MD MM
)
, (16)
and a see-saw diagonalization is performed, the resulting mass matrix is diag(mlight,mheavy), where
mlight and mheavy are the Majorana masses of the light and heavy neutral species, respectively.
They are given by
mlight = m
T
D (MD)
−1MM
(
MTD
)−1
mD, mheavy =
(
0 MTD
MD MM
)
. (17)
When the latter mass matrix mheavy is diagonalized, two quasi-degenerated mass matrices appeared,
where the degeneracy is broken by the Majorana mass, m′heavy =
MM
2 ±MD.
Finally, the charged lepton sector is presented. First, a remarkable property of this sector is
that E gets decoupled from the other leptons, so it does not contribute in the mass acquisition
mechanisms. Therefore, the mass matrix is expressed in the basis E = (ee, eµ, eτ , E)
ME =
v2√
2

0 η 0 | q11tβ
0 h 0 | q21tβ
ζ 0 H | 0
− − − − −
0 0 0 | H1vχ/v2
 , (18)
whose determinant is null, i.e., e remains massless. Again, this issue is overpassed by including
one-loop corrections so as the complete mass matrix is
ME(1) = ME + ∆ME , (19)
with ∆ME being the radiative corrections
∆ME =
υ2
2

Σ11 0 Σ13 | 0
Σ21 0 Σ23 | 0
0 0 0 | 0
— — — — —
0 0 0 | 0
 . (20)
The mass eigevalues are obtained by diagonalizing the left-handed squared matrix MEM†E , which
yields
m2e =
h2Σ211v
2
2
2 (η2 + h2)
≈ v
2
2
2
Σ211, m
2
τ =
v22
2
(
ζ2 +H2
) ≈ v22
2
H2,
m2µ =
v22
2
(
η2 + h2
) ≈ v22
2
h2, m2E =
H21v
2
χ
2
.
(21)
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The squared mass matrix MEM†E can be diagonalized by blocks[21] so as the exotic species E is
rotated out. Then, the resulting SM charged lepton mass matrix has rotation matrix
V ESM,L =
 cαeµ sαeµ Σ13H−sαeµ cαeµ Σ23H
−Σ13H −Σ23H 1
 , (22)
where the angle tαeµ = tanαeµ ≈ η/h is left as a free parameter in order to fit the model to current
neutrino phenomenological data.
The suitability of the model in addresing neutrino physics can be tested by exploring its param-
eter space and searching for regions were neutrino oscillation data are obtained. For simplicity, MD
is assumed diagonal and MM proportional to the identity
MD =
hNχ1 0 00 hNχ2 0
0 0 hχN3
 vχ√
2
, MM = µN I3×3. (23)
Therefore, by replacing (15) in (17), the Majorana mass for light neutrinos is gotten
mlight =
µNv
2
2
hNχ1
2v2χ

(hνe2e)
2 +
(
hνe2µ
)2
ρ2 hνe2e h
νµ
2e + h
νe
2µ h
νµ
2µρ
2 hνe2e h
ντ
2e + h
νe
2µ h
ντ
2µρ
2
hνe2e h
νµ
2e + h
νe
2µ h
νµ
2µρ
2 (hνµ2e )
2
+
(
hνµ2µ
)2
ρ2 hνµ2e h
ντ
2e + h
νµ
2µ h
ντ
2µρ
2
hνe2e h
ντ
2e + h
νe
2µ h
ντ
2µρ
2 hνµ2e h
ντ
2e + h
νµ
2µ h
ντ
2µρ
2 (hντ2e )
2 +
(
hντ2µ
)2
ρ2
 , (24)
with ρ = hNχ1/hNχ2. The determinant of this matrix is null, so one neutrino is massless and the
squared mass differences determine the masses of the other two. mlight is diagonalized by
UTν mlight Uν = m
diag
light, (25)
where the matrix Uν transforms the weak eigenstates ν
e,µ,τ
L into mass eigenstates ν
1,2,3
L . Conse-
quently, the PMNS matrix is obtained as the product of Uν with the rotation matrix of the charged
sector V ESM,L
UPMNS =
(
V ESM,L
)†
Uν . (26)
Finally, as usual, the PMNS matrix will be parametrized by the CKM angless[23].
The search is done by using MonteCarlo procedures on the Yukawa parameters hνe2e , h
νµ
2e , h
ντ
2e ,
hνe2µ, h
νµ
2µ , h
ντ
2µ and the angle αeµ. The other two angles of V
E
SM,L described by Σ13/H and Σ23/H
were approximated to me/mτ , while h
νµ
2e was set zero to simplify the search. The appropriate mass
scale and mass ordering can be obtained by adjusting the outer factor of the mass matrix and
the ratio ρ. The NO is obtained when hNχ1
2 = 0.02 and ρ2 = 0.5, while the IO corresponds to
hNχ1
2 = 0.025 and ρ2 = 0.625. In the same way, the mass scale is set by v2 = 7 GeV, vχ = 7 TeV
and µN = 1 keV. These values fix the outer factor of the mass matrix (24) at 50 meV, yielding the
suited squared-mass differences for NO and IO scenarios[20].
The results of the search are presented in tables 3 and 4 for NO and IO schemes, respectively.
The tables show how the region in the parameter space changes with the value of αeµ in both
schemes, and the larger regions in the NO makes the model more consistent with this scheme
than the other, according with neutrino oscillation data reported by [10] at 3σ. Thus, the neutral
spectrum of the model is composed by three active light neutrinos ν1,2,3L and six quasidegenerated
steril neutrinos N1,2,31L and N
1,2,3
2L at the TeV scale.
6
αeµ = 0
o αeµ = 15
o αeµ = 30
o
hνe2e 0.264→ 0.278 0.285→ 0.299 0.237→ 0.270
hνµ2e −0.707→ −0.244 −0.726→ −0.335 −0.796→ −0.547
hνµ2µ −0.491→ −0.190 −0, 464→ −0.173 −0.342→ −0.039
hντ2e 0.267→ 0.748 0.313→ 0.677 0.140→ 0.355
hντ2µ 0.130→ 0.462 0.196→ 0.460 0.440→ 0.510
Table 3: Yukawa coupling domain which fulfil at 1σ neutrino oscillation data for NO reported by
[10]. hνe2µ = 0 for simplifying the MonteCarlo search.
αeµ = 0
o αeµ = 1
o αeµ = 2
o
hνe2e 1.094→ 1.107 1.091→ 1.105 1.090→ 1.103
hνµ2e −0.122→ −0.106 −0.127→ −0.113 −0.128→ −0.118
hνµ2µ 0.970→ 1.060 0.980→ 1.070 1.010→ 1.080
hντ2e 0.110→ 0.127 0.122→ 0.138 0.135→ 0.149
hντ2µ 0.930→ 1.030 0.920→ 1.010 0.910→ 0.980
Table 4: Yukawa coupling domain which fulfil at 1σ neutrino oscillation data for IO reported by
[10]. hνe2µ = 0 for simplifying the MonteCarlo search.
Some issues which the SM cannot address, such as the fermion mass hierarchy or neutrino
oscillations might be understood in implementing non-universal abelian extensions. This work
shows how these schemes are useful in searching for frameworks where fermion masses get their
particular ordering without unpleasant fine-tunings.
From the cancelation of chiral anomalies, the addition of exotic fermions and a supplementary
discrete symmetry Z2 the fermion families can be distinguishable so as the mass matrices get zero-
textures. Although the mass hierarchy is obtained, too many fermions turned out to be massless
and they need radiative corrections to acquire mass. These processes are mediated by the exotic
fermions and the scalar field σ in such a way that all charged fermions got masses at one-loop level.
On the other hand, the smallness of neutrino masses is achieved by the addition of Majorana
fermions which produce an inverse see-saw mechanism and violating lepton number conservation.
Because of the null determinant of the neutrino mass matrix, one neutrino gets massless. Addi-
tionally, in order to test the suitability of the model in understanding neutrino oscillation data, the
parameter space of neutrino Yukawa Lagrangian is explored. The model results more consistent
with NO scheme than IO ones.
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